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PURPOSE OF DOCUMENT
This reference material is your source of information for the Instructor 3 workshop. It provides the
theoretical reference for the training process. Participating in the workshop is part of the certification
process in order to become an Instructor 3. This workshop will provide you with tools to continue
improving your teaching skills. We therefore recommend that you save this Guide and consult it regularly
to ensure continuous improvement in your teaching skills as well as the courses you deliver.

NCCP Core Competencies
As you progress through the different modules, you will work on developing five core competencies that
will help you become a more effective Instructor and have a more meaningful impact on paddlers’
experience. The competencies are problem solving, valuing, critical thinking, leadership, and interaction.
Below are the competencies developed in the Instructor 3 sections of the workshop.

Learning Outcomes
After finishing this workshop, you will be able to take a critical look at your own teaching skills. You will
also learn how to use several assessment tools that will enable you to keep working on your own to
improve your effectiveness as a teacher. Each section has specific learning outcomes defined.

WHITEWATER LEADER 3 / INSTRUCTOR 3 PROGRAM
The Leader 3 / Instructor 3 program is normally offered as a combined program. However, the Instructor 3
program can be offered on its own to certify whitewater instructors. Each program is offered as a 2½ day
course (including evaluation), but are offered together as a 3½ day course (including evaluation).

Required Skills and/or Prerequisites for a Whitewater Instructor 3
The required skills and/or prerequisites for an Instructor 3 are as follows:


Able to perform all technical skills listed under “Teach the Following Skills” at a demonstration
quality level on Class III rivers.



Are knowledgeable, skilled, comfortable and safe paddling Grade III whitewater.



It is strongly recommended that Instructors possess a valid First Aid certification appropriate for
the group and location the instruction will take place.



It is strongly recommended that Instructors possess a valid Swift Water Rescue certification (e.g.,
CKC Swift Water Rescue)



Effective communication, listening, presenting skills



Dynamic individual with good interpersonal skills



Organized and punctual



Plans, prepares, and follows up



Must be 18 years of age (participants can be “Trained” at age 16, but can’t be fully certified to
lead independent trips until age 18)

Evaluation
Upon completion of the I3 course, participants that meet the requirements will be considered “trained”. To
be “certified”, participants must attend an evaluation session. These sessions may occur at the end of the
course, at an event or festival, or scheduled individually.
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Evaluators for the program will be the LFs or MLFs. Ideally, the evaluation will be completed by an
independent LF (not the one running the course or affiliated with the candidate’s organization). But in
some regions this will not be possible.

Whitewater Kayak Leader 3
Leaders are responsible for leading kayak participants on river trips. They must adhere to the CKC
requirements outlined in the Leader 3 guide.
Certification remains valid for three paddling seasons and expire on Dec 31 of the third season.

Whitewater Kayak Instructor 3
Instructors are responsible for teaching and leading kayak participants. They must adhere to the CKC
requirements outlined in this guide.
Certifications remain valid for three paddling seasons and expire on Dec 31 of the third season.

Learning Facilitator (LF)
Learning Facilitators are responsible for delivering the certification program to leader/instructor
candidates. There is an LF for each level in the CKC Kayak Program.
To become an LF an Instructor must have been certified at that level for a minimum of two years and
apply to their provincial body and national body. Additionally, they must attend an LF clinic where they
assist on an L3/I3 course and be observed conducting an additional L3/I3 program and receive a
recommendation by the LF or MLF running the program.

Master Learning Facilitator (MLF)
Master Learning Facilitators are responsible for the national program and for certifying the LFs. There will
be two MLF’s for each region. The MLF is responsible for maintaining an appropriate number of LFs
regionally to adequately offer the CKC program. The MLF is also responsible for keeping the LFs current
and up to date on the program. MLFs will meet every two years to review and update the program.
To become a MLF, an LF would apply to both the Provincial Body and National Body. LFs are generally
invited to become MLFs

Recertification
To maintain an Instructor, LF, or MLF certification, the instructor must remain active in the paddling
community. Instructors must attend a recertification clinic once every three years to remain current, or
upgrade to a higher level of certification. Recertification cycle is as follows:


LFs must attend a regional LF symposium every three years



MLFs and LFs must teach a minimum of two courses in three years



MLFs must attend the national MLF symposium every two years
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THE ROLE OF A KAYAKING INSTRUCTOR - LEADER
A kayaking instructor/leader is a highly-trained individual with a vast wealth of knowledge and experience
in the sport of whitewater kayaking. They are able to effectively communicate difficult concepts and make
learning in a whitewater environment fun while at the same time minimizing the risk to students.
An instructor/leader teaches and leads under a mantle of professionalism. The use of appropriate
language and behavior is imperative at all times. To lose one’s cool as an instructor/leader instantly loses
the respect of students.
A kayak instructor/leader must accurately assess each students’ mental and physical limitations and be
able to vary the length of the instructional class/day or river run to avoid situations where the students
become frightened, cold, over-heated, bored, embarrassed, tired, frustrated or, at worst, injured.
An instructor/leader needs to be articulate and able to express himself/herself in a clear concise and
accurate manner. It is the unique challenge of an instructor/leader to present information in a way that is
interesting and fun.
Kayak instructors/leaders are responsible for choosing suitable paddling sites that will enhance the
student’s learning curve, while at the same time minimizing the inherent risks of whitewater. It is an
instructor/leader’s duty to protect the safety of each student on the course or river run.
An instructor/leader is considered to be a representative of the affiliation, club, school and/or company
where they are instructing or leading. The instructor is, in effect, an ambassador. The instructor/leader’s
ability to interact with students is a direct reflection upon the organization and is crucial to the success of
an instructor/leader.
Ultimately, the job of a kayak instructor/leader is to provide a safe and enjoyable learning experience.
In short, NO FUN = NO LEARNING
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CANOE KAYAK CANADA WHITEWATER LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT MODEL - NCCP
PROGRAM
Competition Stream
Canoe Polo, Surf Kayak

Instruction Stream

Freestyle, Slalom, Wildwater

Community Sport
Recreational Whitewater Kayaking

HIGH PERFORMANCE
COACH 3 (CP or Surf)

HIGH PERFORMANCE COACH 3
(FS, SL, or WW)

CREEKING
SPECIALTY

International Level Athletes,
National Level Athletes

Olympic Team-Athletes, Senior
National Teams, Senior Development
Team, Junior National Teams, Elite
Masters

Expert
recreational
skills

KAYAK INSTRUCTOR 3 WW

KAYAK LEADER 3 WW

Advanced WW paddlers
Intermediate and advanced river
skills

Advanced leadership skills,
remote runs, map analysis, indepth research

Class III-IV

Safety Boaters, Guides
Class III-IV

Polo

Surf

Freestyle

Slalom

Wildwater

Advanced whitewater skills

DEVELOPMENT COACH 2
(CP or Surf)

DEVELOPMENT COACH 2
(FS, SL, or WW)

FREESTYLE
SPECIALITY

Provincial Level Athletes,
Club Level Athletes

Junior B Team, JR
Intermediate/Advanced Competitors,
SR Intermediate/Advanced
Competitors, Racing Masters Intermediate/Advanced

Recreational ,
Freestyle

Polo

Surf

Freestyle

Slalom

Wildwater

KAYAK LEADER 2 - RIVER

KAYAK LEADER 2 - RIVER

SWIFTWATER RESCUE

Develop leadership skills, group
management, logistics, rescue plans,
reach research

Develop leadership skills, group
management, logistics,rescue
plans, reach research

Hazard awareness, group
management, logistics,
rescue plans, reach research

Club Leaders

Club Leaders

All Paddlers

Class I-II

Class I-II

Class II

Intermediate whitewater skills

Any level of whitewater skills

INTRODUCTORY COACH (All competitive disciplines)
Flatwater and moving water, no rapids
All introductory competitors in all disciplines
Novice paddling and competitive skills

C-BOAT
SPECIALITY

COMMUNITY KAYAK INSTRUCTOR 1 - LAKE

Decked C-1
Decked C-2

Able to detect, correct ,and demonstrate

Flatwater (no current)

Intermediate Flatwater Skills

Legend:
Coach
Development

COMMUNITY KAYAK INSTRUCTOR 1 - POOL
Instructor
Development

Community Leader
Development

Prerequisite Paddling

Controlled supervised environment (pool or lakefront)

Skills

Assist participants to be introduced to the sport

START HERE

Note: Challenges to certification levels are implicit and to be defined for each certification.
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Whitewater Instructor 3
PURPOSE
The purpose of the Whitewater Instructor 3 is to certify instructors that are able to organize, teach and
lead paddlers on rivers up to and including Class III
Ratio: 1:6 Instructor to Participant
With the support from another “trained” L3, the instructor to participant ratio can be increased to 1:10

NCCP CORE COMPETENCIES
As instructors progress through this module, they will work on developing five core competencies that will
help them become a more effective instructor and have a more meaningful impact on paddlers’
experience. Here are just some of the ways these competencies come into play:

Problem-solving


Analyze a teaching situation and identify aspects that need improvement



Develop an initial session plan and progressively modify it as new knowledge is acquired



Determine an appropriate structure for a session



Design activities that develop both technical skills and paddling abilities



Plan a session

Valuing


Appreciate how a structured and organized session promotes learning



Recognize and respect differences in learning styles



Develop a teaching approach based on the paddler’s needs



Provide constructive and positive feedback

Critical Thinking


Reflect on the meaning of effective teaching and the factors that promote learning



Reflect on preferred learning styles and think about how these may affect one’s approach to
teaching



Compare current knowledge, skills, and attitudes with the information provided in the Reference
Material



Assess whether and how feedback provided promotes learning

Leadership


Ensure your paddling group is properly equipped for the activity at hand.
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Appreciate the effect that good organization, clear explanations, effective demonstrations,
interventions that target specific factors, and quality feedback have on others and on their
learning.

Interaction


Brainstorm and work collaboratively with other instructors to complete specific tasks.



Work with other instructors to design activities that develop both technical skills and paddling
abilities.

LEARNING OUTCOMES
Upon completion of this module, Instructors will be able to organize and implement a whitewater kayaking
program. After finishing this course, Instructors will be able to take a critical look at their own teaching
and leading skills. They will be able to organize safe, fun sessions that meet their paddlers’ needs and
reflects the whitewater Long-Term Athlete Development Model.
They will also learn how to use several self-assessment tools that will enable them to keep working on
their own to improve their effectiveness as an instructor. In particular, you will be able to:


Make interventions that promote a positive paddling experience



Implement an appropriately structured and organized session



Make interventions that promote learning



Identify appropriate activities for each part of the session



Choose an appropriate site



Detect and correct paddling skills

TRAINING OBJECTIVES
Canoe Kayak Canada uses a Competency based training and education structure to deliver this program.
This means that during the program you will be evaluated on your skills and be provided with accurate
feedback on your abilities. You will be provided with resources and training in how to effectively teach
skills while other modules outline essential background information; safety, liability, leading a paddling
group and making ethical decisions.

EVALUATION
Upon completion of this course a Whitewater Instructor 3 will be considered “Trained”. To be “Certified”
an instructor must be evaluated leading real life participants. This may happen at the end of the course,
on a future course, or at a regional event. Each provincial MLF and association will ensure opportunities
to complete the certification process exist.
Ideally the evaluation will be completed by an independent LF (not the one running the course or
associated with the candidates’ organization). But in some regions this will not be possible.
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PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES: WHITEWATER KAYAK
INSTRUCTOR 3
Participants must meet performance objectives in the following areas:


Personal paddling skills that instil confidence in teaching on a Class III River. Paddling Class III
with ease and proficient demonstation quality techniques.



Planning a session on Class III Rivers



Teaching a session on Class III Rivers



Provide support to paddlers



Analyze paddler performance

The Whitewater Instructor 3 will be able to:


Organize and plan a session for intermediate and advanced paddlers and effectively teach on
Class III moving water.



Lead a paddling group down class III rapids in a safe manner.

Teach the following skills / techniques / information


All skills, safety, information and maneuvers from the Pool and Lake Instructor Level and River
Instructor 2/Leader 2 and Leader 3 programs.



Roll: c-to-c, sweep, hand, back deck



Eddy turns



Jet Ferries



Back Ferry



S-turn (midstream)



Boof



Running Drops and Ledges



Surfing 360 spin



Linking maneuvers



River Rescue Techniques and Principles

The instructor will know and be able to apply, essential information relating to:


Instructor roles and responsibilities



Organizing and planning a paddling course



Teaching and learning



Support to paddler



Requirements for continued or further levels of certification
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Teaching in Class III
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Teaching in Class III
The actual skills a paddler needs to possess to paddle class 3 do not change from what was learned to
paddle class II. Paddlers still use eddy turns, ferries, rolls, surfs, etc to safely navigate a class III rapid.
What does change in class III is the speed at which maneuvers must happen, the timing to perform them
and the nuances to put it all together.
The challenge for the Whitewater Kayak Instructor 3 then is to be able to present to the participant the
concepts of reading the river speed, timing, etc. The key to this road lies in continuing to improve:


Strokes



Balance



Edging



Maneuvers (e.g., eddy turns, ferries)



Timing and co-ordination

Once these keys are mastered on class II rivers, a paddler is ready to challenge themselves on class III.
Here a Whitewater Kayak Instructor 3 is invaluable. The Instructor 3 will be teaching participants the
TACTICAL skills required for Class III – reading the river, planning your approach (line) and making it
happen, making efficient adjustments, using quality strokes, body positioning.
One of the biggest differences between class II and III paddlers is that class II paddlers react to the forces
the river places on a kayak. Class III paddlers ANTICIPATE the forces the river places on a kayak and
attempts to use them to the paddlers advantage.
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Skills and
Maneuvers
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Whitewater Paddling Skills and Maneuvers
In order to become an efficient paddler and enjoy whitewater kayaking, paddlers must learn a broad
range of skills and maneuvers. Many of these skills and maneuvers must first be controlled in a flatwater
environment before being introduced to moving water. An analysis of kayaking technique has determined
that there are five major skills, or fundamentals, from which the sport of kayaking has evolved. If the
fundamental skills are controlled first, then learning the maneuvers becomes much easier. Mastering
these skills and maneuvers requires many hours of practice both on and off the water. Therefore, it is
important to regularly come back to these fundamentals in order to progress as a paddler.

FUNDAMENTAL SKILLS
Balance
Good balance relies on posture, being centered and remaining relaxed.
Posture


Balls of feet are firmly planted on the foot braces of the kayak, thighs in thigh braces under the
deck on either side of the cockpit.



Straight back with slight forward lean originating from the hips and pelvis, not from the lower
back. This position opens up the torso for an increased range of motion and increases the range
of vision. It allows the use of the larger muscle groups, thereby reducing muscle fatigue and
increasing endurance. This position also prevents compression of the abdomen, allowing better
oxygen exchange.

Being Centered
Keeping the paddlers’ weight centered over the kayak keeps the center of gravity over the kayaker’s base
of support.
Being Relaxed


Independent movement of the upper and lower body is vital for maintaining balance.



The lower body, from the waist down, maintains contact with the kayak and moves with the boat
as it pitches and rolls in the waves and other river features.



The upper body remains loose and is constantly adjusting to maintain a centered position over its
base of support, the kayak.

Edge Control
Edge control is the ability to detect, alter and maintain the side tilt of the kayak’s hull. Controlling the
edging of a kayak requires the kayaker to be balanced and comfortable. To edge a kayak, the paddler
uses weight transfer through knee and foot pressure. This will put the kayak on a tilt. The more the
paddler puts the kayak on edge, the more they will need to adjust their body to remain balanced over the
kayak.
The degree of edging required depends on where the kayaker is paddling. In flat water, or when the
kayak is moving at the same speed as the current, the kayak does not need to be edged. While traveling
slower, faster, at an angle to the current or crossing a current differential, the kayak should be on edge.
In general, the kayak should be on edge (or tilted) downstream to the current. When crossing opposing
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currents, the kayak should be on edge or tilted downstream in respect to the current that the kayak is
entering. This can also be described as edging the kayak to the inside of any turn.
Paddling Strokes
Paddling strokes are used for power, altering momentum, turning and bracing. The types of strokes are
discussed in further detail under “Technique in the Pool Instructor Manual”.
Coordination and Fluidity: Coordination and fluidity refers to the smoothness in technique whereby the
body, paddle and kayak function as one unit.
Timing
Timing is the ability to coordinate the individual techniques in the proper sequence in time and place to
successfully complete a maneuver. This skill develops with practice and good technical feedback.
Paddler progression maintains a logical order and continuously refers back to the five fundamental skills.
These skills are integrated within basic paddling maneuvers. These maneuvers require learning different
strokes, techniques, as well as acquiring knowledge of the river environment.
Maneuvers
We build on the maneuvers learned in the level II program and add the following to be performed in Class
III water.


Roll: Able to perform a c-to-c, sweep, hand, back deck roll and understanding when each is
preferred.



Eddy Turns: Tighter, hit higher, timing changes.



Jet Ferries: Utilizing a wave or trough to ferry across the river with minimal forward strokes.



Linked Maneuvers: Using a River Feature to make a maneuver (S-Turns, carving)



360 degree spins: Flat spin on a wave or in a hole

Once these maneuvers have been mastered, a paddler can challenge themselves running various class
III rivers.
It is useful to preface class III moving water maneuvers (e.g., jet ferries and eddy turns) with a review of:


What creates current



Flow is determined by gradient and volume



Obstruction to current forms eddies



Waves, holes and other features



Hazards



What to do if they swim!

These concepts of river dynamics can be taught in the classroom or on the river’s edge.
Once an understanding of the forces and features of moving water has been established, outlining
moving water maneuvers becomes accessible to paddlers.
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Linking Moves
When paddlers have developed sufficient skill and confidence in their moving water maneuvers, it is
useful for them to begin linking maneuvers to develop fluidity and finesse.
A simple set of maneuvers such as; c-turns ferries, s-turns and back ferries in Class III water provides
paddlers with the opportunity to put their new skills into action. Through repetition of movements,
confidence and consistency of skills increase significantly.
It is important to note that whitewater paddlers develop confidence paddling in moderate whitewater. Too
much current too quickly usually results in lots of swims and loss of confidence.
Intermediate paddlers still require lots of useful and positive feed back from instructors on the eddy line as
they learn. Effective feedback is based on your ability to “diagnose” what needs to be corrected. This
feedback generally falls into the following areas: boat position, blade position, body position, and other
factors relating to the kinesthetic sequence (e.g., timing, coordination) and fluidity.
In addition to accurate and positive feedback, continual demonstration of the maneuver helps an
individual to imitate and ultimately understand and feel a well executed moving water maneuver.
Remember, paddlers copy their instructors, yet only mimic their movements at a lesser degree. As an
instructor, constant use of proper skills and maneuvers while teaching becomes an important visual tool
and an essential part of a paddlers learning process.

Boat , Blade, and Body
In the following pages, each skill, stroke and maneuver are described in relation to the Boat, Blade, and
Body. When using this tool, the instructor should focus first on teaching gross motor skills and then
progress towards more specific motor skills. This follows the principal that acquiring a gross motor skill is
easier and leads to success quicker than attempting to teach specific skills when the student has not yet
acquired the basics.
Note:
When teaching, the instructor should refer to the Boat, Blade, and Body.
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Boat
When referring to the boat, the instructor refers to the propulsion, angle, tilt, and attitude of the kayak
during the execution of different skills, strokes, or maneuvers.


Propulsion: Refers to the movement the kayak will make when executing a skill, stroke or
maneuver. For example, in a forward stroke, the kayak moves forward.



Angle: Refers to the varying degree the kayak will have compared to the current. In flat water,
the angle usually remains neutral to the trajectory the kayak is heading in. In moving water, the
angle becomes important for proper execution of a maneuver.



Tilt: Refers to the edging the kayak requires to perform certain skills, strokes or maneuvers.
Again, the tilt becomes increasingly important as the paddler progresses to a moving water
environment.



Attitude: Refers to the bow/stern movement the kayak requires to perform certain skills, strokes,
or maneuvers. For beginner paddlers, the attitude of the kayak is invariably flat. When
progressing to more advanced technical skills and most freestyle moves, the attitude of the kayak
will play an important part in the successful execution of the technique or move.

Blade
When referring to the blade, the instructor refers to the entry/exit, the trajectory, the recovery, the blade
angle, and the shaft of the paddle.


Entry: Refers to the entry and exit point of the paddle blade during each skill, stroke, or
maneuver. The entry may also refer to the set up position for a brace or roll.



Trajectory: Refers to the path the paddle traces as it moves through, above or in the water
during each skill, stroke, or maneuver. It is a good indicator of the efficiency of certain strokes.



Recovery: Refers to the method employed at the end of the skill, stroke or maneuver to free the
paddle and be ready for the following technique required. When acquiring a skill, it is important to
isolate different techniques from one another in order to increase paddlers proficiency in
executing each individual technique. As the paddler progresses the recovery becomes less a
means to separate techniques and more of a means to link them.



Blade: Refers to the actual position, angle and face of the paddle’s blade employed during each
skill, stroke, or maneuver.



Shaft: Refers to the actual position and angle of the paddle shaft during each skill, stroke, or
maneuver.

Body
The body is the most important part of teaching whitewater kayaking. Even if the kayak and paddle are
the means an individual uses to achieve certain skills, strokes or maneuvers, the body controls both these
pieces of equipment. In other words, a kayak doesn’t tilt by itself and a paddle doesn’t move through the
water of its own voalition. Therefore, when referring to the body, the instructor refers to the torso, upper
limbs and lower limbs of the paddler executing each skill, stroke or maneuver.
Furthermore, each section holds a subsection. The torso will cover the rotation, posture and head
position. The upper limbs covers power transfer and protection. The lower limbs covers power transfer,
stability and protection. When teaching individual skills, strokes or maneuvers the kayak and the paddle
become easy indicators of the proper, or improper body position the student is demonstrating.
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Torso: Refers to the use of the trunk of the body during execution of each skill, stroke, or
maneuver. The torso, more specifically the strong core of muscles found within the human trunk,
is the strength and stability behind most whitewater techniques.



Rotation: Refers to the twist of the torso during set up, execution, and recovery. For example,
when executing a forward stroke, the upper body (torso) initiates the forward rotation (open body
position) in order to set up the paddle. As the torso pulls on one side, it is pushing on the other,
twisting throughout the forward stroke.



Posture: Refers to the lean of the torso during set up, execution and recovery. Most beginner
skills, strokes, and maneuvers require a slight forward lean or a neutral body position during
execution. For most freestyle moves, this lean will vary and increases in importance as the
paddler progresses.



Head position: Refers to the direction the paddler is facing and the position compared to the
torso of the paddler. Generally speaking, the head should be facing the direction the paddler is
heading, and the position is balanced above the kayak. When learning how to brace and more
importantly roll, the head position becomes a significant factor for success and varies in position.



Upper limbs: Refers to the use of the arms in relation to what the torso and paddle are doing.
The upper limbs rarely move independently from the torso, mainly in order to remain within a safe
range of motion. This also refers to the position they are generally in during the execution of a
skill, stroke or maneuver.



Power transfer: Refers to the motion used to transfer the added strength of the arms to the
paddle. For example, during the forward stroke, the initial “pull” begins with torso rotation but it is
immediately followed by simultaneous pulling/pushing of both arms.



Protection: Refers to the safe paddling practices necessary to maintain the upper limbs within a
safe range of motion. When paddling in whitewater, the current can exert a great deal of pressure
upon the different articulations, and more particularly the shoulders. Instructors should teach safe
paddling techniques from the onset of learning new skills, stroke, and maneuvers.



Lower limbs: Refers to the use of the legs in relation to what the torso and kayak are doing. The
lower legs are an important part of a paddlers edge control both in flat water and more importantly
moving water environments.



Power transfer: Refers to the motion used to move the kayak. For example, during a forward
stroke, legs pump alternately as arms and torso maintain cyclical forward stroke motion.



Stability: Refers to the motion executed to add stability to the kayak. Generally speaking, this
means using both legs to execute a motion or simply maintaining contact with both legs on the
kayak.



Protection: Refers to the safe paddling practices to adopt in order to maintain the lower limbs
within a safe range of motion. In order to maintain control of the kayak, inherently protecting the
lower back and lower limbs, the instructor should teach students to maintain contact with both
legs while paddling as well as using both abdominal and pelvic muscles to stabilize their body.
This becomes particularly important when the kayak is in a tilted position or when executing a
brace or a roll.



Kinetic sequence: Refers to the actual order of execution for a single repetition of a skill, stroke,
or maneuver. For example, the forward stroke requires pressure on the same foot as the pulling
arm, the hips to move forward, the torso to twist initiating an open body position and rotates while
opposite arms push and pull. Only then is the paddle recovered out of the water. In short, the
order is as follows: foot, hip, torso, arm push/pull, and recovery. The kinetic sequence will help
the student to understand the sequence of a skill, stroke, or maneuver and correct themselves
when paddling on their own.
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Note:
in order to teach certain skills, strokes and maneuvers, the instructor will have to break it up into pieces
for the students. This will allow the students to focus on one part at a time before putting the sequence
back together again.

Paddler Progression
In order to progress and learn the fundamental skills, strokes and maneuvers, a basic paddler
progression has been established. This paddler progression may differ from one paddling school to
another and each province has different paddling programs. It is the instructors’ responsibility to
understand the different programs when teaching in the different provinces or schools.
GAP Tool
With each technique template comes a GAP tool. This GAP tool highlights three main behaviors observed
by the instructor while teaching beginner and intermediate paddlers. The three main behaviors observed
are:
1. Paddler does not engage in task
2. Paddler engages in the task but the outcome is not achieved
3. Paddler engages in the task and achieves the outcome or demonstrates form (even though the
outcome is achieved there may be deficiencies in the performance which can be illustrated on the
continuum of effectiveness).
For each behavior there is a cause. The Analyze Performance Referent Model – Framework chart (figure
1) links each cause to the behavior observed. This tool helps the instructor determine why a paddler is
not achieving a certain level of efficiency in their skills, strokes or maneuvers. In order to reduce the size
of the tool, each cause is described here, but will only be named in the individual technique GAP tool.
Each stroke is analyzed within the following seven causes:
1. Equipment: Examines paddling specific equipment that could be a limiting factor on the
performance (e.g., oversized PFD, poor fit of kayak).
2. Environment: Examines any environmental factors that could lead to performance deficiencies
(e.g., choice of river, weather, lighting).
3. Affective: Examines internal factors that could be related to the paddler’s perception of the task,
performance or activity (e.g., fear, motivation, interest).
4. Cognitive/mental: Examines factors that relates to the paddlers thoughts or thought processes
that are used to execute a given task or action ((e.g., lack of understanding, confusion,
concentration, difficulty reading cues).
5. Physical/Motor: Examines the physical abilities that could have limiting affects on the
performance, task or activity (e.g., strength, stamina, flexibility).
6. Tactical: Examines the intent of the skill execution within the overall strategies that enable
successful performance. Asks whether the tactic may be too demanding for the technical skills
that are required to achieve the outcome.
7. Technical: Examines the execution and or biomechanics of skill, stroke or maneuver execution
and identifies specific performance factors/goals that are required to achieve a given outcome.
The use of Boat, Blade, and Body is used as a reference to find the gaps between the paddler
and the desired outcome.
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Each cause is then rated as either a high, medium or low priority (H/M/L). This indicates which cause is
more likely to influence the students while learning. A high priority is usually placed on the technical
cause, but as an instructor, it is important to verify all causes if there is failure to demonstrate the desired
skill, stroke or maneuver. For example, you will notice that equipment remains a low priority for most
flatwater strokes. This does not mean that the influence of the fit of the kayak is not important, it simply
indicates that it is not usually the cause for your students’ failure to acquire certain skills, strokes or
maneuvers.
This being said, we’ve all paddled kayaks that were not well fitted or paddles that are too long or heavy.
While we can perform beginner skills, strokes or maneuvers, we will feel the difference between “less
than ideal” equipment and our own fitted gear. This effect is aggravated when teaching kids, where the
use of improper or oversized equipment becomes an important cause for unsuccessful execution of
certain skills, strokes or maneuvers. This will influence the success of your students in the long run, as
well as their desire to paddle.
A good instructor must use his or her judgment when teaching and develop the ability to detect and
correct students within all seven causes.
Each cause has their own key indicators for intervention (GAP). When the students demonstrate to the
instructor any of the indicators, the following column will give the instructors the tools or common
corrective measures to remedy the situation. For example, if the equipment is the cause for failure, the
instructor should ensure equipment is appropriate for each individual candidate before starting the
session or make adjustments (like adding or removing padding, changing paddles) when needed.
This section becomes particularly important for the technical cause. Each skill, stroke or maneuver has
their own indicators for intervention and the means to correct them. Again the use of Boat, Blade and
Body becomes important for proper detection and correction. When observing the students, the instructor
should start with what the Boat indicates simply because it is the biggest and easiest tell tale sign of
success in many cases. For example starting with Boat, if you are teaching a forward stroke and the
kayak yaws from side to side, check stroke length, stroke rate, duration of stroke recovery or even the
size of the blade and ask paddler to correct the specific element you have indicated to them. (Please
note that the common corrective measure may be a change in the Blade or Body position in order to
correct a Boat GAP or vice versa.) Once this has been covered the instructor should progress through
Blade which is the next easiest indicator to detect, then finish with the Body.
The common corrective measures in the technical cause should generally follow these guidelines:


Provide specific feedback based on a key technical factor that indicates how to correct
performance.



Perform a demonstration or modify the drill or activity.



Use questions to assist paddlers to identify area for technical correction.

When students are learning a skill or maneuver, correct one key indicator at a time. This allows the
students to learn without feeling overwhelmed with too much technical feedback. When reviewing or
practicing drills, instructors may then remind students of more than one indicator at a time (e.g.,
remember to keep your kayak flat and use your torso when paddling forward).
The GAP tool should become an important reference tool for instructors and be used regularly when
teaching beginner and intermediate paddlers. All instructors must remember that the key to learning is not
excessive corrections, but maintaining a FUN and POSITIVE learning environment.
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Analyze Performance Reference Model – Framework
Outcome/Form
Analyze Potential Causes
Cause

GAP

Participant does not engage in task

Equipment

Equipment Issue FIT /
TUNING

Participant engages in the task but the
outcome is not achieved

Environment

Environmental factor
(e.g., weather, lighting)

Participant engages in the task and
achieves the outcome or demonstrates
form.

Affective

Even though the outcome is achieved
there may be deficiencies in the
performance, which can be illustrated
on the continuum of effectiveness.

Inconsistencies or
inefficiency in
movement or
task. Little
precision or low
probability of
success in the
task.

Consistent and
efficient
movements
demonstrated in
task. High degree
of precision and
probability of
success in the
task.

IDENTIFY KEY PERFORMANCE
FACTORS THAT DESCRIBE IDEAL
PERFORMANCE
Could use the following:

Cognitive/
Mental

Adjust progression
Adjust speed or timing

Adjust work to rest
ratios and / or intensity
(workload)

Lack understanding or
player confused

Help or reassure

Difficulty reading /
recognizing cues

Physical/
Motor

Makes sport specific
adjustments to
Adjust task demands
equipment
Repeat task/activity

Not motivated or not
interested

Too much information or
information overload
Lack concentration or
poor arousal control

Explain or ask
questions
Simplify - Use
examples or reduce
number of variables to
process
Use refocusing or
visualization strategies
Demonstrate correct
technique/tactic
Provide feedback or
results

Lacks physical ability to
complete task
Task too demanding or
too easy

1. Preliminary movements (e.g., grip,
stance)
2. Back swing or recovery movement
(e.g., positioning, back swing, recovery)

Fear or hesitation

Select Appropriate Corrective
Measure

Teaching Interventions

Detectable Signs
What Is Observed?

Apply Corrective Strategy

Modify/Adjust
Drill or Activity

Observe Performance

Tactical

3. Force producing movement (e.g., use
or sequence of muscle group and joint
action)

Unable to select
appropriate tactic
Choice of decision

4. Critical instant ((e.g., impact, strike)
5. Follow through.
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consistently execute
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WHITEWATER KAYAKING

SKILL (Technical)

OUTCOME
Paddler is able to…

1

Roll

c-to-c, sweep, back deck and hand roll.

2

Eddy Turns

enter higher, tighter, carving

3

Jet Ferries

Use a wave or trough to ferry across the river with few forward strokes

4

Surf

360 spin on a wave or hole

5

S turn

Use a midstream obstacle to perform an s-turn

6

Boof

Safely launch over a drop and avoid the backwash below
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WHITEWATER KAYAKING
Skill #

INSTRUCTION INTERMEDIATE

Skill

Outcome

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS/FACTORS
BOAT

Propulsion
Angle
Tilt
Attitude

BLADE

Entry/Exit
Trajectory
Recovery
Blade
Shaft

BODY

Torso

Rotation
Posture
Head Position

Upper Limbs

Power Transfer
Protection

Lower Limbs

Power Transfer
Stability
Protection

KINETIC SEQUENCE
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WHITEWATER KAYAKING
Skill #

INSTRUCTION INTERMEDIATE

Skill

Outcome
KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS/FACTORS

Analysis of
Causes

Description

Priority

Key Indicators for
Intervention (GAP)

H/M/L
Equipment

Examines sport specific
equipment that could be a limiting
factor on the performance (e.g.,
poor fit, inadequate protection,
etc).

Environment

Examines any environmental
factors that could lead to
performance deficiencies (e.g.,
surface, weather, lighting)?

Affective

Examines internal factors that
could be related to the
performer’s perception of the
task, performance or activity (e.g.,
fear, motivation, interest).

Cognitive/
Mental

Examines factors that relates to
the performers thoughts or
thought processes that are used
to execute a given task or action
(e.g., lack of understanding,
confusion, choice of decision,
concentration).

Physical/
Motor

Examines the physical abilities
that could have limiting affects on
the performance, task or activity
(e.g., strength, stamina,
flexibility).

Tactical

Examines the intent of the skill
execution within the overall
strategies that enable successful
performance. Asks whether the
tactic may be too demanding for
the technical skills that are
required to achieve the outcome.

Technical

Examines the execution and or
biomechanics of skill execution
and identifies specific
performance factors/goals that
are required to achieve a given
outcome.
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WHITEWATER KAYAKING

INSTRUCTION INTERMEDIATE

13

Outcome: Paddler is able to enter and exit midstream
eddies.

Skill: S - Turns

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS/FACTORS
Boat

Kayak moves forward to cross the eddy line. This energy is transferred
into the turning momentum and new direction of travel.

Propulsion

Entry of angle across the eddy line is 450 normally. The entry angle can
be varied with speed of kayak and current and length of turn desired. The
boat angle is maintained at 900 across the eddyline until it exits the eddy.

Angle

Blade

Body

Tilt

Kayak is placed on its active edge (towards inside of turn) until boat has
finished turning and is travelling in new direction. At this point the kayak is
returned to a neutral tilt. This is repeated as the kayak exits the eddy.

Attitude

Kayak is maintained with neutral bow and stern balance throughout turn.

Entry/Exit

Blade is placed 40-60 cm away from kayak, between the hip and knees
on the inside of the turn.

Trajectory

Blade is maintained away from the kayak until force of current on the
blade eases. As force eases off, the blade is brought to bow of kayak .
After turn is completed the blade is pulled back as a forward stroke.

Recovery

Once the kayak is turned into the new direction of travel, the blade is
brought to the bow and converted into a forward stroke. This completes
the turn and the paddler can start next stroke.

Blade

Blade is maintained perpendicular to new current throughout the turn.
The blade anchors the turn and the angle of the blade in relation to the
kayak, will change as the kayak turns around the blade.

Shaft

Paddle shaft is kept in vertical plane throughout the turn.

Torso

Upper Limbs

Lower Limbs

KINETIC SEQUENCE
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Rotation

Upper body rotates towards inside edge and opens up shoulders to
support force being transferred to torso and boat.

Posture

Straight back with slight forward lean originating from hips and pelvis.

Head Position

Facing direction paddler is heading toward.

Power Transfer

Arms hang onto paddle shaft and maintains static position for initiation of
turn allowing momentum to be transferred from paddle through arms to
torso and boat.

Protection

Bottom arm elbow remains bent to act as shock absorber between
paddle and kayak. Top arm remains in front of head to protect top
shoulder.

Power Transfer

Tilt boat by lifting outside thigh and hip and pressing down with inside
thigh and hip.

Protection

Use both legs to stabilize body, maintain balance and control boat edges.

Power - Angle - Tilt
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WHITEWATER KAYAKING
13

INSTRUCTION INTERMEDIATE

Skill: S - Turns

Outcome: Paddler is able to enter and exit midstream eddies
KEY INDICATORS FOR INTERVENTION (GAP)

Analysis
of Causes

Equipment

Environment

Affective

Priority

H/M/L

M

Key Indicators for Intervention
(GAP)

Problem

Common Corrective Measures

Paddler has difficulty edging the
kayak and maintaining a tilt on the
boat.

Kayak seat, hip pads, thigh brace
and footrests not fitted.

Ensure equipment is appropriate for
each individual candidate.

Kayak feels unstable and edgy.

Kayak is too narrow or too small for
the weight of the paddler.

Make adjustments when needed.

Kayak cannot be tilted or leaned.

Kayak is too wide or too big for the
size of the paddler.

Paddle strokes are slow and long.

Paddle is too long or blade is too big.

Paddle strokes are awkward and
encumbered.

PFD, clothing or spray skirt limits
movements of paddler.

Paddlers are tentative in their
maneuvers, lots of flips, poor
technique

Current is too strong where
practicing.

Move or change environment if
appropriate.

Kayaks are bumping into each
other in the eddies

Practice area too small for group
size.

Acknowledge poor environmental
conditions and adjust activity to ensure
greater success (e.g., keep distance
short between starting and finishing
points).

Paddlers are unable to focus on
the task at hand and seem
distracted

Practice area too busy (noisy and
distracting).

High winds, thunderstorm
approaching

Weather - Unsafe weather
conditions: high winds, thunder,
visible lightning.

Pull paddlers off water until storm
passes. Wait 15 minutes after last
lightning strike within 10 kms.

Paddler hangs back in eddy, is
tentative when forced to
participate and is fearful of river.

Paddler is afraid to flip over in water.

Modify drill or activity (e.g., use a
progressive approach and gradually
bring paddler into faster moving water).

H

H

Remain close and provide
encouragement and reassurance.
Paddler turns on eddy line without
getting into eddy.
Cognitive/
Mental

M

Physical/
Motor

L

Tactical

Paddler does not see/understand
eddylines or current differential and
their effects on kayaks when
crossing a current differential.

Review eddies and currents and the
need for boat tilt to counteract physics
of moving water. Point out eddyline
and show how to reach across the
eddyline into the new current to anchor
blade during the turn.

Paddler looks lethargic and has
low energy.

Paddler lacks stamina or energy.

Establish a rotation within a group
allowing for recovery time. Give
participants a break between activities.

A – Paddler comes into eddy low.

A – Paddler is aiming at lower spot in
eddy and current pushes them down
below this spot.

A – Explain advantages of hitting
eddies high, (stronger, current, more
stable, clearer eddylines, prevent
drifting out bottom of eddy.

B – Paddler leaves eddy low.

B – Paddler is avoiding faster current
at top of the eddy.

B – As above.

C – Kayak hits rock underneath
water.

C – Paddler does not see rocks.

C – Show paddler the rocks and how
to spot them.

D – Kayak hits rock at top of eddy
with their stern when leaving.

D – Paddler is turning too high in the
eddy.

D – Explain paddler needs to leave the
eddy a little lower to avoid hitting their
stern on the rocks.

E – Paddler does not leave room
for other kayaks in eddy.

E – Paddler stops paddling after
securing their space in the eddy,
clogging up the entry/exit space.

E – Tell group about the need to create
room for everyone to enjoy good eddy
turns and reduce risk of hitting others.

Paddler initiates bow draw before
crossing eddy line.

M
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BOAT
A – Kayak does not cross
eddyline.

A – Kayak does not have enough
momentum/speed to cross the
eddyline.

A – Instruct paddler to use strong
forward strokes to build forward
momentum before crossing the
eddyline.

B – Kayak turns before eddy line.

B – Paddler is not keeping the boat
straight as it moves towards
eddyline.

B – Instruct paddler to keep kayak
running straight with forward momentum
until the kayak hits the eddyline.

C – Kayak bounces off of eddy
line when entering eddy from
river.

C – Angle of approach is too acute.

C – Have paddler open angle of kayak
to 45° to current.

D – Kayak does not turn
downstream and ferries across
current when entering river from
eddy.

D – Angle of approach is too acute.

D – Have paddler open angle of kayak
to 45° to current and grab current with
paddle to swing bow downstream.

E – Kayak wobbles or flips on
eddyline.

E – Paddler is not pre-tilting the
boat as they approach the eddyline.

E – Remind paddler to tilt kayak to
inside of turn before crossing eddyline.

F – Kayak wobbles, or flips after
eddy turn.

F – Paddler is not maintaining the
boat tilt throughout the turn.

F – Remind paddler to maintain kayak
tilt until the boat has finished turning.

G – Kayak bow lifts up and stern
sinks.

G – Paddler is leaning back as they
leave the eddy. Alternatively the
paddler is releasing their boat tilt
too early and the boat is performing
a stern squirt.

G – Remind paddler to keep boat on its
inside edge with a neutral bow and stern
attitude.

H – Boat continues to spin as turn
is completed.

H – Paddler is not finishing their
turn with a forward stroke to stop
the spin.

H – Have paddler finish bow draw with
forward stroke to complete turn and
drive kayak in new direction.

I – Blade is placed next to kayak.

I – Paddler is not rotating enough or
reaching away from kayak.

I – Remind paddler to reach out and
place blade 40 – 60 cm away from
kayak to create a stable platform.

J – Non-power face of blade is
used.

J – Paddler needs to roll wrist back
to open up power face to front of
kayak.

J – Have paddler roll lower hand wrist
back to open power face to the current.

K – Blade slices through water
and does not have a strong pull.

K – Blade is not being placed at
right angle to current.

K – Have paddler focus on maintaining
blade at 90° to new current throughout
the turn.

L – Blade does not have a strong
pull and is used as a support
brace. Shaft is more horizontal
than vertical.

L – Paddler lacks confidence in
bow draw and is not committing to it
and relying on a high brace to
support inside tilt.

.L – Have paddler practice bow draw
using vertical stroke to maximize power
transfer from current to boat. Explain
dynamic turn and balance opportunity
with bow draw.

M – Paddler uses low brace eddy
turn.

M – Paddler lacks confidence in
bow draw and is not committing to it
and relying on a low brace to
support inside tilt.

M – Have paddler practice bow draw
turns as a more stable and dynamic
alternative to low braces.

N – Paddler does not reach out to
the side for bow draw.

N – Body remains rigidly square
facing forward.

N – Review importance of torso rotation
for efficiency in bow draw stroke – have
paddler practice on flat water then move
to current.

O – Duration of time spent on
static component of bow draw
stroke is minimal.

O – Body remains rigidly square
facing forward.

O – Review importance of torso rotation
for efficiency in bow draw stroke .

P – Kayak feels edgy with bow –
stern attitude issues.

P – Loss of control is created by the
paddler leaning back.

P – Before starting turn have paddlers
assume forward leaning position.

Q - Paddler loses sense of
direction and position on the water
during the turn.

Q – Paddler is watching the front of
their boat and not looking where
they are going.

Q – Remind paddler to look at direction
they are heading and to lead the turn
with their eyes, head and torso.

R – Boat is not edged but the
head is leaned into turn to create
boat lean.

R – Head is tilted to inside of turn to
create boat lean

R – Remind paddler to use lower body
to tilt boat and maintain stable upright
torso and head centred over inside
edge.

BLADE

Technical

H

BODY
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S – Boat is not edged but the
torso is leaned into turn to create
boat lean.

S – Torso is leaned to inside of turn
to create boat lean.

S – Remind paddler to use lower body
to tilt boat and maintain stable upright
torso and head centred over inside
edge.

T – Paddler brings paddle into
bow quickly and has to repeat
bow draw stroke to turn the boat.

T – Paddler does not hold bow
draw long enough to effectively turn
boat.

T – Have paddler hold bow draw longer
until boat finishes turn and before
finishing draw to the bow.

U – Lower arm is locked out at full
extension.

U – The lower shoulder is at risk
from sudden impacts or pulls if the
elbow is fully extended.

U – Have paddler maintain a bent elbow
to protect their lower shoulder.

V – Upper forearm is positioned
over top of or behind head.

V – The upper shoulder is at risk
from sudden impacts or pulls if the
upper arm is fully extended above
head.

V– Remind paddler to keep upper
forearm in front of helmet .

W – The face and chin is at risk
from a sudden impact if the blade
hits a rock under the water and is
forced into chin.

W – Have paddler keep their upper
forearm in front of their face, above the
chin and below the top of their head.

W – Upper forearm is positioned
under chin.
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WHITEWATER KAYAKING
15

INSTRUCTION INTERMEDIATE
Outcome: Paddler is able to launch the boat over an
obstacle and land appropriately.

Skill: Boof

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS/FACTORS
BOAT

BLADE

BODY

Propulsion

Kayak moves forward to launch. This energy is maintained to clear the
boat over the downstream obstacle

Angle

Entry of angle over the obstacle is 900 normally. The entry angle can
be varied with speed of kayak and current and exit from the obstacle
desired.

Tilt

Kayak is placed on a neutral edge until boat has cleared the obstacle
and is travelling in new direction.

Attitude

Bow is lifted to assist boat to clear obstacle and avoid diving into hole
or changing the direction of travel.

Entry/Exit

Blade is placed next to the kayak around toes on the side where the
last stroke can be placed before it goes over the obstacle.

Trajectory

Blade is pulled back as a forward stroke.

Recovery

Normal forward stroke recovery.

Blade

Blade is maintained perpendicular to current. The blade anchors the
boof and gives support to the bow lift and forward momentum.

Shaft

Paddle shaft is kept in vertical plane throughout the stroke.

Torso

Upper Limbs

Lower Limbs

KINETIC SEQUENCE
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Rotation

Upper body rotates towards stroke and opens up shoulders to support
force being transferred to torso and boat.

Posture

Straight back with slight forward or back lean originating from hips and
pelvis.

Head Position

Facing direction paddler is heading towards.

Power Transfer

Arms hang onto paddle shaft and maintains static position to pull
paddle over obstacle and allowing momentum to be transferred from
paddle through arms to torso and boat.

Protection

Bottom arm elbow remains bent to act as shock absorber between
paddle and kayak. Top arm remains in front of head to protect top
shoulder.

Power Transfer

Lift bow by lifting both knees.

Protection

Use both legs to stabilize body, maintain balance and control boat
edges.

Power – Angle – Tilt – Directional Control
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WHITEWATER KAYAKING
15

INSTRUCTION INTERMEDIATE
Outcome: Paddler is able to launch the boat over an obstacle and land

Skill: Boofs

appropriately
KEY INDICATORS FOR INTERVENTION (GAP)
Analysis
of Causes

Equipment

Environment

Affective

Priority

H/M/L

M

H

H

Key Indicators for Intervention
(GAP)

Problem

Common Corrective Measures

Paddler has difficulty edging the
kayak and maintaining a tilt on the
boat.

Kayak seat, hip pads, thigh brace
and footrests not fitted.

Ensure equipment is appropriate for
each individual candidate.

Kayak feels unstable and edgy.

Kayak is too narrow or too small for
the weight of the paddler.

Make adjustments when needed.

Kayak cannot be tilted or leaned.

Kayak is too wide or too big for the
size of the paddler.

Paddle strokes are slow and long.

Paddle is too long.or blade is too big.

Paddle strokes are awkward and
encumbered.

PFD, clothing or spray skirt limits
movements of paddler.

Paddlers are tentative in their
maneuvers, lots of flips, poor
technique .

Wave is too big and current is too
strong where practicing.

Kayaks are bumping into each
other in the eddies.

Practice area too small for group
size.

Paddlers are unable to focus on
the task at hand and seem
distracted.

Practice area too busy (noisy and
distracting).

Move or change environment if
appropriate.

High winds, thunderstorm
approaching.

Weather - Unsafe weather
conditions: high winds, thunder,
visible lightning.

Pull paddlers off water until storm
passes. Wait 15 minutes after last
lightning strike within 10 kms.

Paddler hangs back in eddy, is
tentative when forced to
participate and is fearful of river.

Paddler is afraid to flip over in water.

Modify drill or activity i.e. use a
progressive approach and gradually
bring paddler into faster moving water.

Move or change environment if
appropriate.
Acknowledge poor environment
condition and adjust activity to ensure
greater success (i.e. find smaller wave
with less of a foam pile).

Remain close and provide
encouragement and reassurance.
Paddler fails to paddle over
obstacle and drifts into
downstream hazard.

Cognitive/
Mental

M

Physical/
Motor

L

Tactical

M

Paddler does not see/understand the
upstream obstacle or the
downstream hazard.

Paddler initiates stroke on wrong
side to be ready for downstream
hazard.

Review ledges and drops and the need
for bow lift and forward propulsion to
push the boat through the downstream
hazard.
Point out downstream hazard and the
need to have the right stroke in the
downstream hazard.

Paddler looks lethargic and has
low energy.

Paddler lacks stamina or energy.

Establish a rotation within a group
allowing for recovery time. Give
participants a break between activities.

A – Paddler fails to paddle
aggressively towards the obstacle.

A - Paddler does not have sufficient
dowstream momentum.

A – Explain advantages of hitting the
obstacle with speed (more stability,
less chance of hitting rocks on the lip,
prevent being caught in downstream
hazard.

B – Paddler does not have a
strong last stroke over the
obstacle.

B – As above.

B – As above.

C – Paddler uses stroke on wrong
side of boat.

C – Paddler is not positioned for next
stroke in the downstream hazard.

C – Explain the need to have the right
stroke in the downstream hazard.

D – Paddler selects wrong
position for the boat over the
obstacle.

D – Boat is not well positioned to
clear the obstacle or downstream
hazard.

D – Show paddler how to landmark the
launch spot they need to be in .

E - Paddler becomes trapped in
the recirculation.

E – Boat does not clear the
downstream hazard and is captured
by the recirculation.
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BOAT
A - Kayak does not clear
downstream hazard and becomes
trapped in the recirculation.

A – Kayak does not have enough
momentum/speed to exit the
downstream hazard.

A - Instruct paddler to use strong
forward strokes to build forward
momentum before going over the
obstacle.

B - Kayak dives into downstream
hazard.

B - Paddler is not lifting the bow as it
crosses over the obstacle.

B - Instruct paddler to lift bow up with
knees as it crosses over the obstacle.

C - Kayak stalls at the top of the
drop.

C – Kayak hits a rock or obstacle at
the top of the drop.

C - Have paddler avoid that spot or
increase momentum.

D – Kayak turns and gets caught
in recirculation in downstream
hazard.

D – Kayak direction changes as it
hits the downstream hazard.

D - Have paddler maintain directional
control using boof stroke and landing
strokes to keep the boat facing
downstream.

I – Blade is not placed at last
appropriate spot before going over
obstacle.

I – Paddler is not getting a strong
boof stroke and bow lift.

I – Remind paddler to plan out strokes
and be ready for last boof stroke.

J - Blade is placed on wrong side
of boat.

J – Paddler is not ready for
appropriate stroke in the downstream
hazard.

J - Remind paddler to plan out strokes
and be ready for stroke in the
downstream hazard.

K – Blade slices through water
and does not have a strong pull.

K – Blade is not being placed at right
angle to current.

K – Have paddler focus on maintaining
blade at 900 to current.

N – Paddler does not reach
forward to start the boof stroke.

N – Body remains rigidly square and
does not maximize power thrust and
body position.

N - Review importance of torso
rotation for efficiency in forward stroke.

O – Paddler does not pull back to
finish boof stroke.

O – Body remains rigidly square and
does not maximize power thrust and
body position.

O - Review importance of torso
rotation for efficiency in forward stroke.

P – Paddler does not lift bow to
start the boof.

P - Paddler does not lift bow with the
knees.

P - In combination with boof stroke
have paddler lift knees to lift the bow.

Q - Paddler leans back as they hit
the downstream hazard.

Q – Boat has strong stern weight
which negatively affects the boat
control and ability to exit the
downstream hazard.

Q - Remind paddler to bring weight
forward for next stroke as they hit the
downstream hazard.

R – Boat is edged as it leaves or
lands.

R – Boat will not be stable on
landing.

R - Remind paddler to use lower body
to maintain stable platform.

BLADE

Technical

H

BODY
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WHITEWATER KAYAKING
14

INSTRUCTION INTERMEDIATE

Skill: Jet Ferries

Outcome: Paddler is able to cross the river on a diagonal
wave.

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS/FACTORS
BOAT

BLADE

BODY

Propulsion

Kayak moves forward to cross the eddy line. This energy is transferred
into the cross river momentum and maintained in direction of travel.

Angle

Entry of angle across the eddy line into the current is 30° normally. The
entry angle can be varied with speed of kayak and current and
aggressiveness of ferry. After crossing the eddyline the ferry angle is
maintained at 45° as the boat crosses the current.

Tilt

Kayak is placed on its active downstream edge from the exit of the
nearside eddy until boat has finished moving across the current and is
resting in the farside eddy. As the kayak crosses the eddyline from the
current at the completion of the ferry, the active edge is changed
similar to the completion of an eddy turn. Once the kayak is resting in
the eddy, the kayak is returned to a neutral tilt.

Attitude

When initially crossing the eddyline into the current, lifting the bow will
assist the paddler to control the bow and prevent the boat from
spinning downstream. After the boat is fully in the current, the kayak is
maintained with neutral bow and stern balance throughout the ferry.

Entry/Exit

Paddler maintains normal forward stroke, paddling evenly on both
sides. When initially crossing the eddyline, the paddler will be ready to
use a sweep stroke on the downstream side to control the kayak angle
if the bow starts to swing downstream.

Trajectory

Normal forward strokes are maintained. If the bow starts to swing
downstream a sweep to the stern of the kayak is the most effective
correction tool. Trajectory of a stern sweep is from the hip to the stern
of the boat.

Recovery

Normal forward stroke recovery is maintained.

Blade

Normal forward stroke blade angles are maintained.

Shaft

Normal forward stroke shaft angles are maintained.

Torso

Upper Limbs

Lower Limbs

KINETIC SEQUENCE

Revised March 28, 2013

Rotation

Upper body maintains normal forward stroke rotation with significant
shoulder roll and strong push-pull sequence.

Posture

Straight back with slight forward lean originating from hips and pelvis.

Head Position

Head is facing towards the cross current location that the kayak is
going towards, this is not the direction that the bow of the kayak is
aimed at.

Power Transfer

Normal forward stroke power transfer from paddle with a push-pull
action on shaft, using arms and shoulders to propel the trunk and boat
forward.

Protection

Normal forward stroke protection. Normal forward sweep protection.
Do not lock lower arm elbow on forward sweep.

Power Transfer

Tilt boat by lifting upstream thigh and hip and pressing down with
downstream thigh and hip.

Protection

Use both legs to stabilize body, maintain balance and control boat
edges.

Power – Angle – Tilt
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WHITEWATER KAYAKING
13

INSTRUCTION INTERMEDIATE

Skill: Jet Ferries

Outcome: Paddler is able to cross the river on a diagonal wave.

KEY INDICATORS FOR INTERVENTION (GAP)
Analysis
of Causes

Equipment

Environment

Affective

Priority

H/M/L

M

H

H

Key Indicators for Intervention
(GAP)

Problem

Common Corrective Measures

Paddler has difficulty edging the
kayak and maintaining a tilt on the
boat.

Kayak seat, hip pads, thigh brace
and footrests not fitted.

Ensure equipment is appropriate for
each individual candidate.

Kayak feels unstable and edgy.

Kayak is too narrow or too small for
the weight of the paddler.

Make adjustments when needed.

Kayak cannot be tilted or leaned.

Kayak is too wide or too big for the
size of the paddler.

Paddle strokes are slow and long.

Paddle is too long.or blade is too big.

Paddle strokes are awkward and
encumbered.

PFD, clothing or spray skirt limits
movements of paddler.

Paddlers are tentative in their
maneuvers, lots of flips, poor
technique.

Current is too strong where
practicing.

Kayaks are bumping into each
other in the current.

Practice area too small for group
size.

Limit the number of boats in the river to
manageable number.

Paddlers are unable to focus on
the task at hand and seem
distracted.

Practice area too busy (noisy and
distracting).

Move or change environment, if
appropriate.

High winds, thunderstorm
approaching.

Weather - Unsafe weather
conditions: high winds, thunder,
visible lightning.

Pull paddlers off water until storm
passes. Wait 15 minutes after last
lightning strike within 10 kms.

Paddler hangs back in eddy, is
tentative when forced to
participate and is fearful of river.

Paddler is afraid to flip over in water.

Modify drill or activity (e.g., use a
progressive approach and gradually
bring paddler into faster moving water).

Move or change environment if
appropriate.
Acknowledge poor environmental
conditions and adjust activity to ensure
greater success (e.g., keep distance
short between starting and finishing
points).

Remain close and provide
encouragement and reassurance.

Cognitive/
Mental

M

Paddler turns on eddy line before
able to start ferry.Boat wobbles or
flips as it crosses farside eddy
line.

Physical/
Motor

Paddler looks lethargic and has
low energy.

Paddler lacks stamina or energy.

L

Establish a rotation within a group
allowing for recovery time. Give
participants a break between activities.

A – Paddler arrives low in farside
eddy.

A – Paddler does not have the right
angle for the ferry or Paddler does
not stay on the wave and current
pushes them downstream.

A – Explain need ot maintain 450 angle
when ferrying and maintaining position
on wave across the current.

B – Paddler gets turned upstream
in midstream slower water.

B – Paddler does not recognize
midstream eddy/slow water.

B – Show paddler the midstream
eddy/slow water and how to anticipate
the change in angles.

C – Kayak hits rock underneath
the water.

C – Paddler does not see rocks.

C – Show paddler the rocks and how
to spot them.

D – Paddler does not leave room
for other kayaks in eddy.

D – Paddler stops paddling after
securing their space in the eddy,
clogging up the entry/exit space.

D – Tell group about the need to
create room for everyone to enjoy
good ferries and reduce risk of hitting
others.

Tactical

Paddler does not see/understand
eddylines or current differential and
their effects on kayaks when
crossing a current differential.

Review eddies and currents and the
need for boat tilt to counteract physics
of moving water. Point out eddyline
and show how to reach across the
eddyline into the new current to anchor
blade during the maneuver.

M
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BOAT
A – Kayak stalls on eddyline,
parallel with the current.

A – Kayak has too little angle (<20°)
to cross the eddy line.

A – Instruct paddler to cross eddyline
with 30° angle and as the current
catches the bow to maintain a 45°
angle.

B – Kayak turns on the eddy line.

B – Kayak has too much angle
(>40°) as it leaves the eddy. Kayak
does not have enough speed/
momentum as it crosses the
eddyline.

B - Instruct paddler to cross eddyline
with 300 angle and as the current
0
catches the bow to maintain a 45
angle.

C – Kayak bounces off eddy line
when entering farside eddy from
ferry.

C – Angle of approach from ferry into
eddy is too acute <30°.

C – Have paddler open angle of ferry
to 45° or greater.

D – Kayak turns downstream in
middle of the river.

D – Paddler does not keep bow
pointed upstream at a 45° angle.

D – Have paddler use sweeps on
downstream side or reverse sweep on
upstream side to control angle of
kayak at 45°.

E – Kayak turns upstream in
middle of the river.

E – Paddler does not keep bow
pointed to the far shore at a 45°
angle.

E – Remind paddler to maintain 45°
ferry angle.

F – Kayak wobbles or flips leaving
nearside eddy.

F - Paddler is not pre-tilting the boat
as they approach the eddy line.

F – Remind paddler to tilt kayak
downstream before crossing eddy line.

G – Kayak wobbles or flips during
ferry.

G – Paddler is not maintaining the
boat tilt throughout the ferry. Paddler
is using upstream correction stroke
without a counter balance tilt.

G – Remind paddler to maintain
downstream kayak tilt throughout ferry.
Remind paddler to use downstream
correction strokes.

H – Kayak wobbles or flips
crossing farside eddy line.

H – Paddler is not changing their
edge as they enter the eddy after the
ferry.

H – Remind paddler to change boat tilt
when they cross the eddyline from the
current into the eddy.

I – No power or speed in the boat.

I – Paddler is not paddling hard
enough to build speed and
momentum.

I – Have paddler to keep paddling
throughout the maneuver from the start
in the eddy through the ferry.Remind
paddler to rotate shoulders in the
forward stroke to maximize the power
in the stroke.

J – Forward speed is killed when
the paddler does correction
strokes.

J – Paddler is using reverse strokes
on the upstream side of the boat to
correct angles.

J
– Have
paddler
forward
sweeps
Ensure
paddler
is use
reaching
ahead
with
forward
on
downstream
strokes side
and fully
to keep
catching
up boat
blade deep
speed
and correct
in the water.
boat angle.

K – Forward sweep correction
stroke does not turn boat
upstream.

K – Blade remains close to the boat
and is an ineffective sweep.

K – Have paddler reach out to side to
execute full sweep with emphasis on
stern portion of the sweep.

L – Blade does not have a strong
pull and is used as a support
brace. Shaft is more horizontal
than vertical.

L – Paddler lacks confidence in boat
tilt and ferry angles and is not
committing to it and relying on a high
brace to support inside tilt.

L – Have paddler practice no paddle
eddy turns to build confidence in
leaving the eddy.Have paddler reduce
angle as they leave the eddy, so that
the downstream boat tilt is not as
critical and the forward stroke can be
maintained.

M – Paddler drifts into the farside
eddy.

M – Blade is not engaged when the
boat crosses far side eddy.

M – With boat crossing the eddy line at
an obtuse angle >45°, the appropriate
stoke Is a bow draw on the inside
edge, similar to an eddy turn

BLADE

Technical

H

With boat crossing the eddy line at an
acute angle <45°, the appropriate
stroke is a forward sweep on the inside
edge to push the nose across the eddy
line and the boat deeper into the eddy.
BODY
N – Paddler remains rigidly
square facing forward.

N – Shoulders do not rotate with
forward stroke losing efficiency and
strength

N – Review importance of torso
rotation for efficiency in forward
strokes – have paddler practice on flat
water then moveback to current.

O – Paddler loses sense of
direction and position on the water
during the maneuver.

O – Paddler is watching the front of
their boat and not looking where they
are going.

O – Remind paddler to look at direction
they are heading and to lead the
maneuver with their eyes, head and
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torso.

P – Kayak feels edgy with bow –
stern attitude issues.

P – Loss of control as the paddler
crosses eddy line is created by the
paddler leaning forward.

P – Before starting maneuver, have
paddlers assume neutral position and
lift bow as it crosses eddyline.

Loss of control is created by the
paddler leaning back when boat is in
the current.
Q – Boat is not edged but the
head is leaned downstream to
create boat lean.

Q – Head is tilted downstream to
create boat lean.

P – Have paddler assume neutral
forward-back leaning position when the
boat is in the current.

R – Boat is not edged but the
torso is leaned downstream to
create boat lean.

R – Torso is leaned downstream to
create boat lean.

Q – Remind paddler to use lower body
to tilt boat and maintain stable upright
torso and head centred over
downstream edge.

S – Boat rocks from side to side
while moving through the water.

S – Paddler is not controlling boat
edge with legs and leaning into each
stroke.

R – Remind paddler to use lower body
to tilt boat and maintain stable upright
torso and head centred over
downstream edge.

T – Paddler is constantly
repeating bow sweep stroke to
correct angle of the boat.

T – Sweep at bow of the boat is not
effective in maintaining boat angle.

R – Remind paddler to use lower body
to tilt boat and maintain stable upright
torso and head centred over
downstream edge.

U – Lower arm is locked out at full
extension.

U – The lower shoulder is at risk from
sudden impacts or pulls if the elbow
is fully extended.

T – Have paddler emphasize sweep to
the stern of the boat to effectively
maintain the boat angle.
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WHITEWATER KAYAKING
15

INSTRUCTION INTERMEDIATE
Outcome: Paddler is able to maintain position on wave
feature and spin boat in either direction.

Skill: Flat Spins

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS/FACTORS
BOAT

BLADE

BODY

Propulsion

Paddler balances forward downhill gravity and water recirculation and
upstream propulsion against downstream current .

Angle

Angle on the wave will vary depending on size of wave, depth and
length of wave, speed of current and speed of boat. The entry angle
will normally be 00 to get onto the wave and then the boat is allowed to
spin on the wave using natural breaks in the wave dynamics to free an
end and spin the boat.

Tilt

Kayak is placed on its active downstream edge while the boat is
positioned on the wave. When boat changes direction on the wave the
active downstream edge must be changed. Once the kayak comes off
the wave the boat is returned to a neutral tilt.

Attitude

When initially entering onto the wave a neutral attitude is maintained. If
the boat falls back off the wave shifting weight forward will add forward
momentum and aid the paddler to regain position on the wave. If the
boat accelerates down into the trough, lifting the bow and weighting the
stern will slow the boat's upstream (downhill) momentum and prevent
the boat from pearling in the trough.

Entry/Exit

Paddler will use a variety of forward, reverse, sweeps, low braces, high
braces on the downstream side and forward and reverse sweep
strokes on the upstream side. Normal strokes will be maintained with
emphasis on shoulder protection.

Trajectory

Normal strokes are maintained. When the bow starts to swing
downstream a sweep on the upstream bow of the kayak is the most
effective tool to accentuate the spin and be ready for a downstream
brace as the boat spins sideways.

Recovery

Normal stroke recovery is maintained.

Blade

Normal stroke blade angles are maintained.

Shaft

Normal stroke shaft angles are maintained

Torso

Upper Limbs

Lower Limbs

KINETIC SEQUENCE

Revised March 28, 2013

Rotation

Upper body maintains normal rotation for each stroke with significant
shoulder roll and strong push-pull sequence with reverse sweep on
upstream stern edge.

Posture

Straight back with slight forward or back lean originating from hips and
pelvis.

Head Position

Head and eyes lead the spin and the direction that the kayak is going
towards.

Power Transfer

Normal stroke power transfer from paddle with a push-pull action on
shaft, using arms and shoulders to propel the trunk and boat.

Protection

Heightened awareness of need for upper body protection in all strokes.
Lower arm should not reach over head to effect a high brace or sweep
stroke. Do not lock lower arm elbow on strokes. Do not brace on
upstream side of boat if the boat starts to flip.

Power Transfer

Tilt boat by lifting upstream thigh and hip and pressing down with
downstream thigh and hip.

Protection

Use both legs to stabilize body, maintain balance and control boat
edges.

Power – Angle – Tilt – Directional Control
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WHITEWATER KAYAKING
14

INSTRUCTION INTERMEDIATE
Outcome: Paddler is able to maintain position on wave feature and spin boat in

Skill: Flat Spins

either direction.
KEY INDICATORS FOR INTERVENTION (GAP)
Analysis
of Causes

Priority

Key Indicators for Intervention
(GAP)

Problem

Common Corrective Measures

Paddler has difficulty edging the
kayak and maintaining a tilt on the
boat.

Kayak seat, hip pads, thigh brace
and footrests not fitted.

Ensure equipment is appropriate for
each individual candidate.

Kayak feels unstable and edgy.

Kayak is too narrow or too small for
the weight of the paddler.

Make adjustments when needed.

Kayak cannot be tilted or leaned.

Kayak is too wide or too big for the
size of the paddler.

Kayak is constantly pearling on
the wave and burying the nose
into preceding wave.

Kayak is too long and has too much
hullspeed to stay in the wave.

Find a wave that has a longer trough
or less retentive that will accommodate
the longer kayak.

Kayak is constantly falling off the
wave.

Kayak is too short and doesn't have
enough hullspeed to stay on the
wave.

Find a wave that is more retentive that
will hold the shorter kayak.

Paddle strokes are slow and long.

Paddle is too long.or blade is too big.

Paddle strokes are awkward and
encumbered.

PFD, clothing or spray skirt limits
movements of paddler.

Paddlers are tentative in their
maneuvers, lots of flips, poor
technique.

Wave is too big and current is too
strong where practicing.

Move or change environment if
appropriate.Acknowledge poor
environment condition and adjust
activity to ensure greater success (i.e., find smaller wave with less of a
foam pile).

Kayaks are bumping into each
other on the wave.

Wave is too small for multiple boats
with higher probability of injury from
contact with other boats and paddles.

Limit one on the wave and marshall
paddlers to get next person on wave
after first drops off.

Paddlers are unable to focus on
the task at hand and seem
distracted.

Practice area too busy (noisy and
distracting).

Move or change environment if
appropriate.

High winds, thunderstorm
approaching.

Weather - Unsafe weather
conditions: high winds, thunder,
visible lightning.

Pull paddlers off water until storm
passes. Wait 15 minutes after last
lightning strike within 10 kms.

Paddler is afraid to flip over in water.

Modify drill or activity (i.e., use a
progressive approach and gradually
bring paddler into bigger wave).

H/M/L

Equipment

Environment

Affective

M

H

H

Paddler hangs back in eddy, is
tentative when forced to
participate and is fearful of river.

Remain close and provide
encouragement and reassurance.
Boat falls off shoulder of the wave
before it can start surfing.

Cognitive/
Mental

Boat wobbles or flips when it gets
onto wave.
M

Paddler does not see/understand
wave dynamics and its effect on
kayaks when surfing on the wave.

Boat pearls in preceding wave at
bottom of trough.
Boat falls off wave.

Review ferries and the need for boat
momentum upstream to get onto wave
shoulder.
Emphasize need to maintain
downstream boat edge.
Review need to position boat on the
face of the wave.
Review wave dynamics that will free
the ends and allow the boat to spin.
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Physical/
Motor

Tactical

L

M

Paddler looks lethargic and has
low energy.

Paddler lacks stamina or energy.

Establish a rotation within a group
allowing for recovery time.
Give participants a break between
activities.

A – Boat falls off shoulder of the
wave before it can start surfing.

A – Paddler does not have the right
angle for the ferry to get onto wave
or Paddler does not maintain forward
strokes and current pushes them
downstream or boat is not positioned
on the front edge of shoulder.

A – Explain need ot maintain 45° angle
or less when ferrying and maintaining
consistent momentum upstream
against the current and to get onto
front of wave shoulder.

B – Boat wobbles or flips when it
gets onto wave.

B – Paddler does not understand
need for very strong downstream
edging to counteract effect of current
dynamics.

B – Show paddler the effect of strong
current on the boat and how to
anticipate the change when positioned
on the wave.

C – Boat pearls in preceding wave
at bottom of trough

C – Paddler does not understand
upstream (downhill) momentum
associated with the wave and does
not see bow burying into the water.

C – Explain the need to brake forward
momentum with reverse strokes,
leaning back or angling boat to keep
the bow from pearling.

D – Boat falls off wave

D – Paddler does not understand
downstream momentum associated
with the wave and does not see bow
rising out of the water.

D – Explain the need to maintain
forward momentum with forward
strokes, leaning forward or angling
boat to keep the boat from falling off
the wave.

E – Boat gets trapped sideways
on the wave

E – Boat turns sideways and the
recirculating action of the wave holds
the kayak from exiting the wave
trough.

E – Tell paddler to move the kayak
forward and back using forward and
reverse strokes to exit from ends of the
wave trough.

A – Boat falls off shoulder of the
wave before it can start surfing.

A – Paddler does not have the right
angle for the ferry to get onto wave
or Paddler does not maintain forward
strokes and current pushes them
downstream or Boat is not positioned
on the front edge of shoulder.

A – Explain need ot maintain 45° angle
or less when ferrying and maintaining
consistent momentum upstream
against the current and to get onto
front of wave shoulder.

B – Boat wobbles or flips when it
gets onto wave.

B – Paddler does not understand
need for very strong downstream
edging to counteract effect of current
dynamics.

B – Show paddler the effect of strong
current on the boat and how to
anticipate the change when positioned
on the wave.

C – Boat pearls in preceding wave
at bottom of trough and is
subsequently blow backwards off
the wave

C – Paddler does not understand
upstream (downhill) momentum
associated with the wave and does
not see bow burying into the water.

C – Explain the need to brake forward
momentum with reverse strokes,
leaning back or angling boat to keep
the bow from pearling when the bow
starts to bury.

D – Boat falls off wave

D – Paddler does not understand
downstream momentum associated
with the wave and does not see bow
rising out of the water.

D – Explain the maintian forward
momentum with forward strokes,
leaning forward or angling boat to keep
the boat from falling off the wave.

E – Boat gets trapped sideways
on the wave

E – Boat turns sideways and the
recirculating action of the wave holds
the kayak from exiting the wave
trough.

E – Tell paddler to move the kayak
forward and back using forward and
reverse strokes to exit from ends of the
wave trough.

F – Kayak surfs across wave and
out the other side and is not
redirected back across the wave.

F – Paddler is not able to control
boat angle on the wave and the
momentum carries the boat across
the wave.

F – Explain how to use braking reverse
sweep on upstream stern side to slow
boats momentum and change
direction.

G – No power or speed in the
boat.

G – Paddler is not paddling hard
enough to build speed and
momentum.

G – Have paddler to keep paddling
throughout the maneuver from the start
until they have gained stability of wave.

H – Kayak is unstable on wave.

H – Paddler is not keeping paddle
blade engaged with water.

H – Remind paddler to maintain rudder
strokes and forward strokes while on
the wave to provide upper body
stability.

I – Paddler continues forward
paddling once the boat is
positioned on the wave.

I – Paddler can relax and enjoy the
surf without having to paddle.

I – Tell paddler to stop paddling and to
only paddle when the bow lifts out of
the water. Have the paddler
concentrate on steering the boat using
stern rudders and stern draws.

BOAT

Technical

H

BLADE
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J – Forward speed is killed when
the paddler does correction
strokes and the boat falls off the
wave.

J – Paddler is using a too strong
reverse stroke on the upstream side
of the boat to correct angles and
control speed.

J – Have paddler use a lighter touch
on reverse strokes to keep up boat
speed and correct boat angle.

K – Forward sweep correction
stroke does not turn boat
upstream.

K – Bow of kayak is firmly anchored
in wave and a forward sweep is an
ineffective stroke to control boat
angle, except when the boat is lifted
out of trough.

K – Have paddler use stern rudder and
stern draw strokes to control boat
angle.

N – Paddler remains rigidly
square facing forward.

N – Shoulders do not rotate with
strokes losing efficiency and
strength.

N – Review importance of torso
rotation for efficiency in strokes.

O – Paddler loses sense of
direction and position on the water
during the maneuver.

O – Paddler is watching the front of
their boat and not looking where they
are going.

O – Remind paddler to look at direction
they are heading and to lead the
maneuver with their eyes, head and
torso.

P – Kayak feels edgy with bow –
stern attitude issues.

P – Loss of control as the paddler
ferries is created by the paddler
leaning forward. Loss of control is
created by the paddler leaning back
when boat is in the current.

P - Before starting maneuver, have
paddlers assume neutral position and
lift bow as it crosses eddyline.Have
paddler assume neutral forward-back
leaning position when the boat is in the
current.

Q – Boat is not edged but the
head is leaned downstream to
create boat lean.

Q – Head is tilted downstream to
create boat lean.

Q – Remind paddler to use lower body
to tilt boat and maintain stable upright
torso and head centred over
downstream edge.

R – Boat is not edged but the
torso is leaned downstream to
create boat lean.

R – Torso is leaned downstream to
create boat lean.

R – Remind paddler to use lower body
to tilt boat and maintain stable upright
torso and head centred over
downstream edge.

S – Boat rocks from side to side
while sitting on the wave.

S – Paddler is not controlling boat
edge with legs and leaning into each
stroke.

S – Remind paddler to use lower body
to tilt boat and maintain stable upright
torso and head centred over
downstream edge.

BODY
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New friends in coaching from this workshop… This image has issues
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Logos have some issues
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